Abstract This paper deals with a classical Economic Order Quantity model with backlogging and the demand of end customers is dependent on promotional effort and selling price simultaneously. The order quantity and shortage quantities are functionally related to promotional effort (PE), unit selling price and time alone. At first, a crisp solution is made. Then, a general fuzzy optimal and intuitionistic fuzzy optimal policy have been discussed, considering selling price and PE as fuzzy number and fuzzy variable respectively. Finally, a graphical illustration, numerical examples with sensitivity analysis and conclusion are made for justification of the model.
Sana [17] and Sarkar et al. [18, 19] did research works in this direction. Sarkar and Sarkar [20] extended an inventory model for deteriorating items with stock-dependent demand, considering time varying backlogging rate as well as time varying deterioration rate. Pal et al. [21] investigated two echelon production inventory model where selling price and ordering size are decision variables. De et al. [22] suggested an EOQ model for Phase Inventory system with induced demand and periodic cycle length. Sana [23] analyzed an EOQ model for uncertain demand for limited capacity of own warehouse, and the rented warehouse is considered, if needed. Sana and Goyal [24] proposed a (Q, r, L) model for stochastic demand with lead-time dependent partial backlogging.
In this competitive world no other variable is finite rather they are non-randomly uncertain in nature. For this reason, we consider PE as fuzzy interval. On the other hand, the selling price may lie in a fuzzy set. Zadeh [25] first developed the concept of fuzzy set theory and later on, Bellman and Zadeh [26] made an application of fuzzy set theory in several decision making problems of operations research. Since then, numerous research findings have been established along this direction. Kaufmann and Gupta [27] developed a fuzzy mathematical model in engineering and management science. Vojosevic et al. [28] fuzzified the order cost into trapezoidal fuzzy number in the backorder model. Using these propositions, Wu and Yao [29] studied a fuzzy inventory with backorder for fuzzy order quantity and fuzzy shortage quantity. With the help of fuzzy extension principle, an EOQ in fuzzy sense for inventory without backorder model had been developed by Lee and Yao [30] . Yao et al. [31] analyzed a fuzzy model without backorder for fuzzy order quantity and fuzzy demand quantity. Kao and Hsu [32] developed a lot size reorder point inventory model with fuzzy demands by considering the α-cut of the fuzzy numbers and they used ranking index to solve the model. De et al. [33] developed an EPQ (Economic Production Quantity) model for fuzzy demand rate and fuzzy deterioration rate using the α-cut of the membership function of the fuzzy parameters. De et al [34] studied an economic ordering policy of deteriorated items with shortage and fuzzy cost coefficients for vendor and buyer. Recently, Kumar et al. [35] developed a fuzzy model with ramp type demand rate and partial backlogging.
In crisp sense, several optimization techniques have been used in the modern developed inventory model. Some of these are, Golden Region Search method in Simulation technique that was developed by Kabirian and Olafsson [36] and another one is an analytic approach via Eigen values of the system Jacobian Matrix expressing from characteristic polynomial which was analyzed by Saleh et al. [37] . But, in fuzzy environment, the early stage of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (IFS) was developed by Atanassov [38] . The concept of IFS can be viewed as an alternative approach to define a fuzzy set while the information available in the system is not sufficient for the definition of an imprecise concept or ambiguity (vagueness) concerning the description of the semantic meaning of declaration of statements relating to an economic world in the sets itself. Therefore, it is to be expected that IFS can be used to simulate human decision making process and activities that requires human expertise and knowledge which is valid and reliable. Here, the degree of rejection and satisfaction are considered so that the sum of both values is always less than unity. Angelov [39] implemented the IFS for optimizing the real world problem in intuitionistic fuzzy environment. An interval valued IFS was developed by Atanassov and Gargov [40] and, a solution of a probabilistic fixed order interval system was analyzed by Banerjee and Roy [41] . De and Sana [42] proposed the Classical EOQ model for promotional effort sensitive demand which was considered as intuitionistic fuzy variable. De and Sana [43] developed the EOQ model with backordering for promotional effort and selling price sensitive demand, introducing intuitionistic fuzzy approach. Recently, De et al. [44] established an interpolating by pass to Pareto optimality for the EOQ model with time sensitive backlogging, applying intuitionistic fuzzy technique. In intuitionistic fuzzy environment, De and Sana [45] presented a global optimal solution for the multi-periods production-inventory model with capacity constraints for multi-manufacturers. Das et al. [46] investigated a backorder EOQ model for natural leisure/closing time system while the demand rate depends upon the total shortage period under the seasonal effect.
In this paper, we have used PE and unit selling price as IFS. However, the demand rate is considered such a way that (i) one part depends upon promotional effort and (ii) the other part goes to infinity when the unit selling price reaches to a certain minimum bound and reaches zero when the unit selling price attains its upper bound. Considering fuzzy as well as intuitionistic fuzzy environment, we have developed the model under proposed considerations. First, we have optimized the profit function under crisp environment. Thereafter, we have constructed a General Fuzzy Optimization (GFO) problem and Intuitionistic Fuzzy Optimization (IFO) problem. Using the α-cuts of the membership functions and β-cuts of the non-membership functions for the fuzzy sets, we have obtained some numerical results via some algorithms. A sensitivity analysis for Crisp, GFO and IFO models, graphical illustrations and a concluding remark are made to generalize the model.
Assumptions and Notations
The following notations and assumptions are used to develop the model.
Notation

q:
The order quantity per cycle.
D:
Demand rate per year. s:
Shortage quantity per cycle. c 1 :
Setup cost ($) per cycle. c 2 :
Inventory holding cost ($) per unit quantity per cycle. c 3 :
Shortage cost ($) per unit quantity per unit time.
Selling price ($) per unit item.
Upper bound of selling price ($) per unit item.
Lower bound of selling price ($) per unit item.
ρ:
Promotional effort per unit time.
Upper bound of promotional effort ρ. ρ min :
Lower bound of promotional effort ρ.
Purchasing price ($) of unit item.
k:
Promotional cost ($) per factor over promotional effort.
m:
Elasticity constant, a positive integer.
Shortage period (months).
Inventory run time (months). T :
Cycle time in months. Z:
Average profit ($) of the inventory. Assumptions 1. Replenishment rate is instantaneous but its size is finite. 2. The time horizon is finite (months) 3. Shortages are allowed 4. Demand rate is unit selling price (s 1 ) and promotional effort (ρ) dependent where
, η and τ are constants. Quite often, the demand rate increases with promotional effort (ρ) and it decreases with selling price (s 1 ).
Crisp Mathematical Model
In crisp model, inventory starts with shortages due to lead time or any other factors and it continues up to time t 1 . When the ordering quantity (q) reaches at time t 1 , the backlogged amount (s) is adjusted. Then, the rest amount (q-s) satisfies the demand for the period 0, t 2 and it reaches to zero level at the end of time t 2 . Therefore, s = Dt 1 , (q − s) = Dt 2 and the total cycle length is T = t 1 + t 2 = q/D. The average profit per cycle, by trading of purchasing cost, set up cost, inventory cost, shortage cost, promotional cost and sales price, is
where
Now, substituting the formulas of Eq. (2) in Eq. (1), we have
subject to the conditions
Now, our objective is to maximize Z where ρ, q and s are the decision variables.
Fuzzy Mathematical Model
In the traditional EOQ model, we have seen that, the demand rate is constant. In practice, in many cases, it depends upon PE and unit selling price which are flexible in nature. For this reason, we shall fuzzify those. Now, using Eqs. (3), (4) and (5), the fuzzy problem for Eq. (3) is
Subject to the conditionss
Cases of Optimality
Now, we have to solve (6) .In our proposed model, we observe that the demand rate tends to infinite when s 1 → s 1min , and the first part of the demand rate tends to zero when s 1 → s 1max . Also, it is observed that the crisp optimality attains at ρ = ρ * (say), and it attains its maximum value (when average profit reaches near zero) at ρ = ρ max . Thus, we take the domain space for s 1 and ρ as follows: Now, to obtain a general fuzzy optimal solution (GFO) of Eq. (6), we assume PE (ρ) and unit selling price (s 1 ) as L-fuzzy and the objective function as R-fuzzy numbers. Then the membership functions for ρ , s 1 and z are obtained as follows:
and
Using aspiration level α to each membership function, the equivalent crisp optimization problem can be obtained with the help of Bellman and Zadeh [24] and Zimmermann [47] . Therefore, applying the membership functions in Eqs. (9)- (11), the fuzzy non-linear function Eq. (6) may be transformed into crisp equivalent and is given by
Formulation of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Optimization (IFO) Technique
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set is generally applied when the sufficient information in the fuzzy set is not available or a lack of knowledge in fuzzy decision making process exists. In such cases, the IFS is a proper subset of the fuzzy set in which the degree of rejection (non-membership) and the degree of acceptance (membership) are defined simultaneously and they are not complementary to each other. In fuzzy set, our aim is to maximize the support (degree of acceptance) of the membership function that results in minimizing the height of negation or non-membership (degree of rejection). Thus, we may transform the optimization problem into the following way:
where μ(X ) denotes the degree of membership (acceptance) function ofX to the IFS and ν(X ) denotes the degree of non-membership (rejection) function ofX for the IFS.
IFO Technique for Solving the Objective Functions with Linear Membership and Non-membership Functions
In this section, we define the membership functions of the objective functions with their lower and upper bounds. Let L acc as lower and U acc as upper bound of the objective function. These values are determined as follows: The lower and upper bounds of ρ and s 1 are taken first. These predictions depend upon the decision maker's choice and expertise that is concerned with the insight of the model. These values are then arranged as a pair like ( ρ , s 1 )= { (max, max), (max. min), (min. max), (min, min)}. The optimum value of each objective function for each pair (ρ), is to be found out first. LetX * 1 ,X * 2 ,X * 3 . . . . . . ..X * j be the respective optimal solutions to the objective function Z (X j ) for j =1, 2, 3 and 4. For each objective, the lower bound = Min Z X j and the upper bound U acc = Max Z X j . But, in IFO, the degree of rejection (non-membership) and degree of acceptance (membership) are considered so that the sum of both values is less than one. To obtain the membership functions under IFO environment let L rej be the lower and U rej be the upper bound of the objective functions
These values are obtained from the following definition.
Definition 1 For maximization problem, the upper bound for non-membership function (rejection) is always less than that of the membership function (acceptance). We take lower bound and upper bound for non-membership function as follows:
Definition 2 If we have to take the value of the parameter/variable as minimum, then the lower bound for non-membership function (rejection) is always greater than the membership function (acceptance). We take lower bound and upper bound for non-membership function as follows:
Note that, for both the cases of definition-1 and definition-2, we always choose λ in such a way that the differences between two consecutive parameters are minimum with realistic value.
The linear membership function and linear non-membership function for the objective function Z (X ) are given by
The linear membership and non-membership function of ρ is given by
The linear membership and non-membership function of s 1 is given by
The notations used here keep their usual meanings. The diagrams of membership and nonmembership functions of the concerned variables are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 . Based on fuzzy decision of Bellman and Zadeh [19] together with membership and nonmembership functions of Eqs. (14)- (19) and Angelov's [32] approach of the IFO problem, Eq. (13) can be written as follows
Computational Algorithm
Step-1. Optimize the objective function for different fixed pair of values of ( ρ , s 1 ). Find the lower bound and upper bound of the objective function L acc = Min{Z (X j )} and the upper bound U acc = Max{Z (X j )} for j = 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Step-2. At first construct the membership functions of objective goals, promotional index ρ and unit selling price s 1 with appropriate tolerances (decision maker's choice).
Then, from Definition-1 and Definition-2, for suitable choice of λ (requires decision maker's expertise and knowledge) find the non-membership functions of the objective function Z, promotional index ρ and unit selling price s 1 .
Step-3. Construct the fuzzy programming problem and its equivalent crisp optimization problem stated in Eq. (20) .
Step-4. Use a compromised/ ideal solution of ρ and s 1 for the problem stated in Eq. (20) .
Solve this non-linear programming problem with appropriate programming for the decision variable α and β and then obtain t * 1 , t * 2 , ρ * , s * 1 , q * , s * , α * , β * and Z * . Note: The compromise solution of ρ and s 1 are given by Tables 1, 2 , 3, 4.
From the above table, we see that the maximum profit attains at ρ * = 3.667 and m * = 1; the inventory run time is 12 days and the shortage period is 2 days only. Also, we further observe that the profit will be nominal for m = 3 and ρ max = 3.6. From above table, we see that, if we set the shortage period to 2.4 days then the maximum profit will occur for maximum selling price $ 40.00 (so obtained by treating the objective function as the functions of ρ and s 1 only) which is very unrealistic.
The solutions in Table 4 are similar to the solution of Table 3 . for GFO problem and, for IFO problem, we consider
Then, we have the solution Table 5 . for GFO problem and, for IFO problem, we assume
.0. Then, we have the solution Table 6 . 
.0. Then, we have the solution Table 7 . Table 8 . (Tables 6, 7, 8) From Table 5 , we see that, if ρ assumes value 0.656 and unit selling price s 1 be $21.13 then the average maximum profit is $685.65 under GFO policy, but in IFO policy, the profit increases to $718.49 with a little variation in ρ and s 1 alone. From Table 6 we see, though the profit function is decreasing in ρ but at ρ = 1.942 we have received a better result in IFO policy for s 1 = $23.42. However the Table 7 shows, in GFO policy, the average profit is quite high ($20.85) with ρ = 1.427 which is approximately double of the value of IFO policy with respect to the Table 5 . Also, we see in IFO policy if ρ assumes values near 1.5 and s 1 = $22.31 then the average profit be slightly less ($9.55) for the benefit in ρ = 0.47 alone with respect to the Table 6 for both the cases of GFO and IFO policies. Again from Table 8 , we have noticed that though both unit selling price s 1 and promotional index ρ are very high, but the average profit is very much depressive and it is below the results of the crisp one. The sensitivity of the parameters { p 01 , p 02 p 03 , s 10 , ρ 0 and Z 0 } from −50% to + 50% changes for the GFO model which is shown in the following table.
Interpretation on GFO and IFO Solutions
Sensitivity Analysis of IFO Model (Referring to Table 5)
The sensitivity analysis of the parameters {s
L , L acc &L rej , U acc and U rej } from −50% to +50% changes for the IFO model which is shown in the following table.
Comments on Sensitivity Analysis for GFO and IFO Problems
From Table 9 , we see that all the parametric values are poorly sensitive or have the insensitivity for the GFO model. Only one case arises where ρ 0 changes to −50% giving average sensitivity to −14.38%. On the other hand, the Table 10 shows that all the parameters have insensitivity that means no effects can be carried out whenever any kind of tolerance is made in the IFO model. Note that this sensitivity analysis has been done to study the trend solution of the models so that we feel no need the same for the Tables 6, 7, 8 also.
Comments over the Graph of the Model
As per Table 4 , s 1 assumes values in [16, 40] and Fig. 4 shows optimum profit function where, in all cases, IFO policy gives better result than GFO policy. The upper line bar shows the optimal solutions for the IFO policy and the lower line bar in each interval shows the solutions for GFO policy. If PE lies in [1.2, 3.6] , then the average maximum profit will occur in Case-2. Splitting the interval into [1.2, 2.2] and [2.2, 3.6], we see the average profit is unsatisfactory in both the cases for GFO and IFO policies in [2.2, 3.6] . This result lies below [16, 40] .
Sensitivity Analysis of the Crisp Model
The sensitivity for the crisp model of the parameters { c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , η, τ, s 1 , p 1 and k} changes from (−50% to +50%) is shown in the following table.
From the Table 11 , it is observed that the parameters (η, s 1 , τ, c 2 ) are high sensitive whenever a change is made from (−50% to +50%) each separately. At +50% change of the demand parameter η the profit is increased to 43.82% and it decreases to 43.82%, whenever a change is made to −50%. For shortage cost c 2 , at +50% change, the profit decreases to 31.30% and, at −50% change, it increases to 37.38%. The cost price parameter p 1 and selling price parameter s 1 is extraordinarily high sensitive for their changes from −50% to +50%. At −50% change of p 1 ,the relative increment of the total average profit reaches to 149.61% and has no feasible solution for +50% change. But at +30% change for the cost price p 1 , the average profit decreases to −86.63%. The other parameters (c 1 , τ c 3 and k} are less sensitive with respect to the crisp optimal solution.
Throughout the whole table, the average total profit will be maximum when the cost price decreases to −50% and, in that case, the decision variables are the order quantity q * = 67.144, the shortage quantity s * = 11.191, the PE ρ * = 1.79 and the maximum average profit Z * = $1661.43.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the nature of the average profit function for the classical backorder model under fuzzy promotional effort and fuzzy unit selling price. The demand rate is affected by unit selling price and the PE variable. From the crisp result or more specific from Table 4 , the optimality reaches at maximum unit selling price which is the unfavorable situation in practice. In our study of GFO and IFO policy, we have incorporated the most common (β) α-cut of the fuzzy (non) membership function as well. To do this, we have considered the whole span of each interval to measure the tolerance values. However, with proper choice of upper and lower bounds, the fuzzy sets have been constructed in a nice way. Also, to get a comparative study within the models (Crisp, GFO and IFO), we have gone through some sensitivity analysis to each of the models. From the Tables 9, 10, 11, we observed that IFO policy is better to make a decision for a managerial part. Although, few deviations (poorly sensitivity) have been observed in GFO and IFO tables but a trend study shows such errors due to the human unconsciousness. From the whole observations, we have analyzed that neither more unit selling price nor less promotional cost would promote a maximum profit for the models. Therefore, a serious attention is required for all time to cope with the model itself.
The proposed model can be extended further incorporating time value of money and inflation of the cost parameters. Partial backlogging with variable shortage cost and delayin-payment policy may be considered in the present model for future extension.
